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Super Smile 
Great teeth can help create  
a younGer-lookinG you.

Long gone are the days where, unless you were prepared to live 
with a mouthful of heavy metal, you were stuck with crooked 
teeth and an unsightly smile for life. Now, Dr Roger Tiang 
explains, there are more options for ‘stealth orthodontics’ to 
secretly enhance your appearance.

One of the latest innovations in straightening teeth is Invisalign, 
a method using clear removable aligners. As well as being barely 
visible, Invisalign can be removed to allow normal brushing 
and flossing, and for special occasions. Dr Tiang is recognised 
by Invisalign as New Zealand’s first Platinum Provider for his 
considerable experience using this straightening technique.

 “Moving your teeth can add youthfulness to your face. The 
angle of your teeth can make them seem lighter or darker. Did 
you know we can realign your teeth to offer support for your 
lips reducing the need for surgical or injectable enhancements? 
You can even make changes to the shape of your face and jaw,” 
he explains. “Combining orthodontics and cosmetic dentistry 
is ultimately the most conservative and healthy route to a 
beautiful smile.” 

Treatments today are likely to include a suite of enhancers 
to suit each individual smile rather than one single treatment. 
Selecting from tooth whitening, veneers, restorative procedures 
such as implants, crowns, bridges and composite fillings and, of 
course, orthodontics. 

Many patients seeking to improve their smiles are mature 
adults, people who were unable to have treatment while growing 
up. It is becoming more common for people, later in life, to finally 
decide it’s time to shave years off their appearance. And within 

12 to 18 months, they will have their dream smile replacing the one that they have been unhappy with all their lives. 
Invisalign treats a wide range of dental issues including crowded, over-lapping, twisted and gappy teeth.

“The best thing is seeing people who haven’t smiled in years now smiling. Their face moves more naturally, 
they are happy to open their mouths and laugh and that can take years off their appearance,” says Dr Tiang, “The 
improvement is permanent provided it is maintained correctly, meaning no need for any repairs or replacements in 
the future”.

Dr Tiang’s philosophy is to provide the highest quality treatments for his patients. He has studied abroad extensively 
in places such as the Kois Center in Seattle and the Fahl Centre for Aesthetic Dentistry in Brazil. He splits his clinical 
practice between Auckland’s Downtown Dental and Hamilton’s Northcare Dental Centre.

Where to Go
www.stunningsmiles.co.nz
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